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UNIVERSITÉ ANGERS

Founded in the Middle Ages, the Université d'Angers was reestablished in its present form in 1971. A comprehensive university, the Université d'Angers offers a full range of traditional academic programs, as well as many innovative choices. The university consists of 3 campuses in Angers (Belle-Beille, St Serge, and Santé), as well as branches in Cholet, Saumur and les Sables d’Olonne. More than 24,000 degree students choose from among the university’s varied career-oriented programs.

◆ MAIN PROGRAMMES OF STUDY
  - The university’s major faculties (academic divisions) are letters, languages, and humanities; law, economics, and management; science; and Health; ESTHUA (Tourism, hotel administration and culture).
  - The university’s technical institute (IUT) consists of 6 departments: public administration and business management, bioengineering, engineering, mechanics and industrial automation, electrical engineering and industrial computing, social work.
  - Polytech Angers, institute of engineering science and technology, is affiliated with the university.
  - Institut d'Administration des Entreprises (IAE, Institute of Business Administration).

◆ RESEARCH
  - 5 research clusters (health, plant science, materials, maths-STIC, Languages, Humanities and Social Sciences).
  - 4 research domains (information and communication sciences and technologies: mathematics, humanities and social sciences; law, economics, and management). The university participates in several national competitiveness clusters (plant cluster, Atlantic biotechnology cluster, child cluster).

◆ STRENGTHS
  Services are a source of strength. Consider the following examples.
  - French as a foreign language: The university's French language center offers courses for beginners as well as intermediate and advanced speakers. The center is a member of ADCUEFE, the French association of university centers for the study of French as a foreign language.
  - InfoCampus is the information office opened to all University students.
  - European and international orientation.
  - Quality of campus life: Students also enjoy access to excellent athletic facilities. The university’s preventive medicine and wellness service is dedicated to the physical, mental, and social welfare of students.

◆ LOCATION
  In the heart of the Loire valley, just 90 minutes from Paris, the city of Angers has a rich historic and artistic legacy. Highlights include the tapestries of the Apocalypse and of the Song of the World, the château of King René, museums, and the medieval city.

◆ Precise name of the institution
  Université Angers
◆ Type of institution
  Public
◆ City where the main campus is located
  Angers
◆ Number of students
  22,000
◆ Percentage or number of international students
  12%
◆ Type and level of qualifications awarded
  National diplomas: LMD - Institution Diploma
◆ French language courses
◆ Programs for international students
◆ Programs in English
  Yes
◆ Registration fees/year
  (for information only)
  Licence: approximately €405
  Master: approximately €475 euros
  Engineering Degree: approximately €830
  PhD: approximately €610.
◆ Postal address
  Université d’Angers - 40 rue de Rennes - BP 73532 - 49035 Angers Cedex 01

http://www.univ-angers.fr/fr/index.html
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